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Chapter 1
General Information
Introduction to CheckPoint®
CheckPoint is a full production monitoring solution, including powerful data collection and reporting tools,
to help you maximize welding productivity and performance. There is no dedicated computer hardware or
software required in your company to collect and store the data, as CheckPoint is cloud-based. Each piece
of welding equipment requires a network connection and the Welding Power Source initiates the transfer
of information through a firewall to the data center. Using your Internet-connected computer (Mac or
Windows PC), or mobile devices (such as smartphones or tablets), and a web browser, CheckPoint enables
you to monitor your Lincoln Electric® welders. CheckPoint allows you to:


Identify the true cost of welding



Evaluate the true quality of welding



Deliver the true performance of welding.

There is low overhead and the CheckPoint application is updated and maintained on-line for all users. No
upgrades or updates need to be downloaded or installed. Some of the most important features of the
CheckPoint application include:


Weld Logging: The logging of weld statistics is the backbone of the CheckPoint system. The data
associated with each weld is commonly referred to as the weld summary, and contains values
such as the minimum, maximum, and average Amps, Volts, Wire Feed Speed, and so forth.
Depending on the type of Welding Power Source or collection device being used, these data
points can vary.



Electronic Notification: CheckPoint can send email notifications to multiple users. Each user’s
email address can be configured to receive messages upon any of several event conditions
based on data from a Welding Power Source.



Weld Profiles: CheckPoint has the ability to report on welds that violate or fall outside of userdefined limits. For more in-depth information about defining and using Weld Profiles, refer to
the Power Wave® Manager Operators Manual.



Traceability: CheckPoint provides a report on all welds made on a specific Production Station or
by part or operator. Before a weld is made, operator and part numbers are sent to the Power
Source. Users can generate a report looking for identifiers from all the system’s Power Sources.



WeldScore™: A feature available in all modern Welding Power Source models that can be used
to support a weld quality control program is WeldScore, a score of 0% to 100% assigned to welds
indicating the acceptability of the weld. The score is based on a comparison to previously
trained welding conditions, and can be used independently on a Welding Power Source or
together with CheckPoint. Refer to the Power Wave® Manager Operators Manual for details on
WeldScore.
STOP | WeldScore is not a guarantee of quality and is not intended
to replace a weld quality control system.
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Security and Data Storage

Security and Data Storage
Each CheckPoint customer’s data is stored in a data center. When viewing the CheckPoint software
application, secure, industry-standard encryption is used. The hosting center environment is built with
state-of-the-art equipment, technology investments, and operational expertise. There is an established
disaster-recovery program with redundancy and fail-over to protect the information stored in the system.

Access Requirements
Each computer or mobile device must have Internet access to connect to CheckPoint. The web browsers
officially supported (for example, for troubleshooting) are Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge (Chromium),
Mozilla Firefox, and Apple Safari on macOS. All Welding Power Sources require Internet access to send data
to the CheckPoint data center. Every Welding Power Source is identified by a unique device ID. This ID
number is saved during registration and then sent with each Power Source data packet to store the data.

Accessing Data
Access to company data is limited to CheckPoint users assigned to a Company by that Company’s
Administrator. A user can be assigned to multiple Companies and will have access to each Company’s data
each time they log in. Depending on the User Role provided by the Company Administrator, the user may
have access privileges for Equipment Configuration and User Management settings.

Data Retention
Production data including welds and status changes are stored in CheckPoint for 90 days. All data is
deleted after the 90-day retention period. Before the end of the retention period, you need to export and
store a backup copy of all production data that you require.

Network Capacity
Networks and Internet connections have limited bandwidth for sending data. Each Welding Power Source
uses a relatively small amount of bandwidth. To estimate the bandwidth use on your network, you can
multiply the number of welding power sources by the quantity of data packets:


Every 20 seconds, each Welding Power Source sends a status update to the CheckPoint data
center; the size of this data packet is about 1 KB.



If a Welding Power Source has completed a weld, or multiple welds, then every 92 seconds it will
send the new data; each data packet is about 2 KB per weld.



If there is a Welding Power Source event or fault, then every 66 seconds it will send the new
data; the size of this data packet is 0.5 KB per event.

Most of the bandwidth used by CheckPoint is for the status updates, weld logs, and events. When
estimating the total, overall system bandwidth usage, you should allow at least 10% for additional,
occasional data traffic and other miscellaneous network communications.
If the network or Internet connection is lost, then the Welding Power Sources will continue to collect and
buffer data until the network connection is re-established. Once the Internet connection is re-established,
all the collected data is then sent on to the CheckPoint application.

1.2



Only data from the last 2,000 welds is buffered; data for the oldest welds are lost.



Only data from the last 200 state changes is buffered; data for the oldest state changes are lost.
CheckPoint® Operators Manual
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An example of a state change is going from idle to weld or from weld to idle.
STOP | If the Welding Power Source is turned off before the
Internet connection has been re-established, all the
buffered data will be lost.

Power Wave® Requirements
The Power Wave Welding Power Source that you want to connect to CheckPoint must meet the following
requirements with an Ethernet port or Wi-Fi module:


The Power Wave Series and all modern Welding Power Sources come standard with an Ethernet
port; no additional equipment is needed.



For Wi-Fi capability or for communication-port information on other current and legacy
equipment, refer to the documentation for your equipment.

To use with the CheckPoint application, the firmware revision in the Welding Power Source must support
Production Monitoring revision 5 or newer. You can check the firmware revision using Power Wave
Manager software. The Welding Power Source software can be updated by downloading and applying the
latest system update available from www.powerwavesoftware.com.
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To use CheckPoint, certain basic requirements must be met. You need a working Internet connection,
updated firmware for the Welding Power Source, and the latest Power Wave Manager software.

Requirements
Provide Access to the Internet
To implement CheckPoint, connect the Welding Power Source to your network. Refer to the Power Wave®
Manager Operators Manual for instructions. Welding Power Sources require access to the Internet to
transmit data to the cloud-based CheckPoint data server. The CheckPoint data server, accessible from the
URL http://ws.LincolnCheckPoint.com, is located at the IP address 207.89.49.2. Opening outbound-only
data traffic on port 80 in your network firewall allows each Welding Power Source to send data packets via
HTTP.
TIP

| Contact your local IT department for assistance in
connecting Welding Power Sources to the Internet and with
your network firewall configuration.

Update the Welding Power Source Firmware
Firmware is the software within the Welding Power Source that is the control program for the machine.
Making sure that you have the latest firmware ensures that you have the latest features available for the
Welding Power Source and CheckPoint application software. Go to Powerwavesoftware.com. Refer to the
Power Wave® Manager Operators Manual for more information on installing the latest firmware.

Install the Latest Power Wave Manager
Once you update the Welding Power Sources, you need to upgrade to the latest version of Power Wave
Manager. Go to Powerwavesoftware.com. Refer to the Power Wave® Manager Operators Manual.

Enable CheckPoint for a Welding Power Source
Now that you have confirmed the upgraded firmware on the Welding Power Source, and installed the latest
version of Power Wave Manager software on your computer, use Power Wave Manager to enable the
CheckPoint application on the Welding Power Source.

Establish a Connection to the Welding Power Source
In order to enable CheckPoint for a Welding Power Source, you need to tell Power Wave Manager where to
find the Welding Power Source on your network. Refer to the Power Wave® Manager Operators Manual.

Enable CheckPoint
Once you connect the Welding Power Source to Power Wave Manager, you can enable and set up
CheckPoint for that Welding Power Source. Refer to the Power Wave® Manager Operators Manual.
IM8005
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Connect to CheckPoint

Save the Production Monitoring Installation Key File
Save an Installation Key file for a Welding Power Source that you upload to CheckPoint when you create
your company’s account. Each individual Welding Power Source has a unique Installation Key file. Refer to
the section in the Power Wave® Manager Operators Manual titled Saving an Installation Key File. Setting
up the CheckPoint application for the Power Source is complete. Now you are ready to connect to
CheckPoint.

Connect to CheckPoint
To log into and start using CheckPoint, visit www.lincolncheckpoint.com. Refer to Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1

CheckPoint Login Page

Forgot Password
If you forget your password for CheckPoint, then you can use the Forgot Password? link on the Login screen
to get another one. When a verified email address is entered, if that email already exists in the CheckPoint
system, a verification email message will be sent to confirm that the password should be reset.
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Create a New User Account
The first step in Getting Started Using CheckPoint is to create a new user account. To set up your
company’s first account, display the Login page. Click the Sign up now link to register as a new user. Refer
to Figure 2.1. Enter the Email Address you want to use in the required field shown in Figure 2.2. Then click
the Send verification code button, check the email account, and verify you have access to the email
address.

Figure 2.2

Register a New User Account

Procedure

Details

1. Click Sign up now on the Login page.

The Register a User Account page opens. See Figure
2.2

2. Enter the Email Address that you want to
use for the CheckPoint application in the
required field on this page.

Only after a new user’s email address has been verified
and then a CheckPoint account created, can that user
create a Company and add Welding Power Source(s).

3. Click on Send verification code.

After you enter the email address, the CheckPoint
system sends a message to it. Check the email account
for this verification notice containing the code. Note
that verifying your email address is required, but the
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Procedure

Create a New User Account

Details
new user account is not created until additional steps
specified in this chapter have been fully completed.

Verify New User Email in CheckPoint
To verify your user email address, check your email account’s inbox for a message sent from “Microsoft on
behalf of Lincoln Electric CheckPoint.” Open this email message and note or copy the verification code that
is shown. Refer to Figure 2.3

Figure 2.3

TIP

Verification Email

| If you do not see the verification email, then try checking
your Junk Mail or Spam folder for any message sent from
the following email address:
msonlineservicesteam@microsoftonline.com

Procedure

Details

1. Open the email message and note or
copy the Verification code shown.

Refer to Figure 2.3.

2. Type or paste the code in the field on
the Register your Email Address screen
and click the Verify code button.

Refer to Figure 2.4.

3. When you click on the link to open the
End User License Agreement, or the
checkbox to indicate you have read and

Click the Accept button at the end of the agreement
indicating that you have read and accept the agreement.

2.4

If you never saw a verification message with a code
appear in your email account, then you can click the
Send new code button.
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Procedure

Details

accept the End User License Agreement,
the End User License Agreement screen
appears for your review.

You can also close the agreement without accepting it
(see the details listed below for the next step).

4. If you accepted the agreement, then on
the next screen you choose a password
for the new user account and confirm
the password. In addition, you enter
your First and Last Names in the
required fields.

Refer to Figure 2.5.

5. Then click on the Create button.

Next, the Welcome to CheckPoint screen appears. Refer
to Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.4

IM8005

(If you closed the End User License Agreement screen
without accepting it in the preceding step, then the
process of registering a new user account in CheckPoint
is not complete.)

Enter code to verify email
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Figure 2.5

Figure 2.6

Register Your Company Assets

Create a new user screen

Welcome to CheckPoint screen

Register Your Company Assets
Once you have verified the email registration and created an account, you can log into CheckPoint (if you
aren’t logged in already) from the Login screen, using your verified email address and new password and
you will begin the multi-step process for Getting Started Using CheckPoint® by registering your Company
2.6
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and one Location. For a company with multiple production Locations, others can be created later; refer to
Chapter 3: Configuring CheckPoint®, in this manual.

Add a Company
During your first login session, you can just click the Add a Company button on the Welcome to CheckPoint
screen and begin the process of Getting Started Using CheckPoint®.
Complete the fields (all of which are required) on the Company screen that follows to create a Company in
CheckPoint. Enter a name for the Company you are creating and then set the default Display Units,
Language & Region, and Time Zone from the drop-down menus listing choices. Refer to Figure 2.7.
When you have completed the Company screen, click the Next button at the bottom of the screen.

Figure 2.7

Add a new Company screen

Add a Location
The next step in the process of Getting Started Using CheckPoint® is to add the first Location for your new
Company. You must enter a name (“My Location” is the example shown in the figure) and select a Time
Zone for the Location from the drop-down menu (or you can click the link under the drop-down menu to
Copy the time zone from the Company). You may also add a physical Address for the Location, although
this field is optional when you are creating one or more new Location(s). When you have completed the
Location screen, click the Next button. Refer to Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8

Register Your Company Assets

Add a new Location screen

Add a Production Station and Equipment Role
Then the next step of the process is to add the first Production Station to your new Location. First, you
must choose where to add the production station in the hierarchical asset tree. The first Location that you
just created for your Company is pre-selected by default as the position in the asset tree to add a
production station. Click the Next button to proceed. Refer to Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9

Add a Production Station screen

At the top of the screen that follows, you will see a glimpse of how your asset tree will look once you add
this new production station. To continue the process of creating the station, you must complete the
2.8
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required fields on this screen by entering a name for your new production station and a name for an
equipment role for that station. Each production station requires at least one equipment role and the
sample names of a station and equipment role shown in Figure 2.11 are “Station1” and “Lead1”. If this
production station needs to have more than one equipment role associated with it, you can click the + Add
Equipment Role link at the bottom of the screen. Refer to Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10 Add Production Station and Equipment Role

Add a Welding Power Source
After the production station and its equipment role(s) have been added to your asset tree, the next step of
Getting Started Using CheckPoint® is to add a Welding Power Source for the station. The top of the next
screen once again shows you a glimpse of how your asset tree will look once you add this new Power
Source to the associated Equipment Role for your new Production Station. If you are still performing the
steps of the process for Getting Started Using CheckPoint®, then you will see this has been pre-selected for
where to add your first Welding Power Source. (Until the process of adding the Power Source is completed,
it is labeled as Unassigned next to the Equipment Role in the asset tree.) Click the Next button to proceed.
Refer to Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11 Add a Welding Power Source screen
You will need to register each Welding Power Source by uploading its Installation Key file.
To complete the registration of the Welding Power Source, find the Installation Key file that you created
and saved for this Welding Power Source. (Refer to the section in the Power Wave® Manager Operators
Manual titled Saving an Installation Key File.) The registered Welding Power Source is assigned to a new
Production Station. Upload the contents of the Installation Key file, which includes a unique Welding Power
Source Device ID.
Choosing the Equipment Name for the new Power Source and uploading its associated registration file are
both required entries on the screen. Refer to Figure 2.12.
To upload the file automatically, you can drag and drop it into the target area shown on the screen. Instead
of using drag and drop, you can click the link to browse your files and locate the Installation Key file, select
the file, and then click the Upload button.

2.10
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Figure 2.12 Add a new Registered Power Source
(After all steps in the Getting Started process have been completed, more Production Stations and/or
Equipment Roles, as well as additional Welding Power Source(s), can be added later using the Configure
tab; refer to Chapter 3, Configuring CheckPoint®, for more information.)

Add a Shift Schedule
Now that you have performed the initial steps in Getting Started Using CheckPoint to add a Company, a
Location, a Production Station with associated Equipment Role(s), and the Welding Power Source(s) for the
Equipment Role(s), you can add your first Shift Schedule.
If you want to skip this Getting Started step, then click the X to the left of the Add a Shift Schedule step. A
screen is displayed to explain the implications of skipping this step. Click the red button to resume adding a
Shift Schedule, or click the link below it to confirm skipping this step and exit the Getting Started process.
Similar to the process for adding several assets in CheckPoint, you must first choose where you want to add
the new Shift Schedule. The Location that you added for your Company during previous steps will be
selected as the default destination for the new Shift Schedule. Click the Next button to proceed. Refer to
Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13 Add a new Shift Schedule
To complete the addition of the Shift Schedule, you add one or more shift(s) on the screen that follows.
The fields required on this screen are the name of the Shift, the Time Range (from the start time to its end
time), and a Repeat Frequency (the days of the week to which this Shift Schedule applies). The Every Day
checkbox is a shortcut for selecting all seven days. Click the Next button to proceed. Refer to Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14 Add a Shift screen
When you have completed the steps in the process of Getting Started Using CheckPoint®, the next screen
that appears will be your Dashboard. The left side of the screen displays the complete hierarchical asset
tree that you have created for your Company; the right side displays the relevant production monitoring
information and various calculations involving those assets. Refer to Figure 2.15.
If you did not complete all Getting Started Using CheckPoint®, then you will see a warning message
displayed in a blue information box on the left. For example, if you exited without adding a Shift Schedule
to a Location, a message explains this and provides a link for you to click to Continue Adding Shifts.
You can also click the Configure tab at the top of the screen and proceed to add additional Locations and
other assets, as well as add or remove other Users if you are a Company Administrator or Location
Administrator, to your existing company, or even to add another Company in the CheckPoint system.

IM8005
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Figure 2.15 Dashboard screen
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This chapter explains how to set up the logistical information for your company and its equipment. To
effectively use the reports and data analysis, you need to configure CheckPoint for your own operation.

CheckPoint Concepts
Before you can properly configure CheckPoint, you need to understand the following concepts:


Production Station



Equipment Roles



Shift Schedules



Production Day



User Roles

Production Station
A Production Station is a place where welding operations occur in a manufacturing facility. It may be a
fixed location in an assembly line on the shop floor or it may be equipment that physically moves. A
Production Station may be used to make parts repetitively, or be used for fabrication or repair.
A Production Station typically has one Equipment Role, which has a Welding Power Source assigned to it.
Some Production Stations may have more than one Equipment Role, depending on the welding process. If
there is more than one, each Welding Power Source is identified by the role it has in the welding process.
For example, in a tandem weld setup, there is typically a lead arc and one or more trail arcs. Each arc has
an Equipment Role in the Production Station and each Equipment Role has one Welding Power Source
assigned to it.

Equipment Role
An Equipment Role is where the welding data is stored. The Welding Power Source assignments to the
Equipment Roles can be changed. Equipment Roles cannot be moved; they comprise a Production Station.
Each Production Station and its associated Equipment Role(s) can be configured with its own set of
parameters: Planned Downtime Schedule, Idle Time Threshold, Planned Arc Time, Planned Deposition, and
Estimated Gas Flow Rate. The values of these parameters are used to compute the Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) for the Production Station’s Equipment Role. To make KPI values meaningful, ensure that
the welding operation values are properly configured in the Production Station’s Equipment Role.
The Equipment Role allows Welding Power Sources and other equipment to be swapped out of the
Production Station for scheduling, maintenance, or repairs. A suitable equipment replacement can be
connected and assigned to the same Equipment Role without disrupting data collection and reporting.

Shift Schedules and a Production Day
A Shift Schedule is a user-defined period of time that identifies the start and end of a shift and the number
of shifts per Production Day. A Shift Schedule identifies the start and stop times for the collection of data in
CheckPoint reports. Shift Schedules also are location-specific. Adding a Shift Schedule is the last of the
IM8005
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The Configure Feature

steps for Getting Started Using CheckPoint®, and although technically this step is optional, it is
recommended to get the most value that the CheckPoint application has to offer. Refer to Add a Shift
Schedule in Chapter 2.
A Production Day for a Location is a unit of time defined by the Location’s Shift Schedule. A Production Day
starts at the beginning of the first shift of the day and ends at the end of the last of the shift(s) that started
on that same day. Therefore, Production Days can start before midnight and end on the next calendar day.
Most time periods in CheckPoint reports are defined in units of Production Days. For more information on
the CheckPoint production-management reports, with data for a single production day or seven
consecutive production days, refer to Appendix C: Shift Schedule Examples later in this manual.

User Roles
Five User Roles define the areas of responsibility and control for CheckPoint users. The Company
Administrator has the highest level of access and control. The Company Administrator and Location
Administrator are the roles that configure and manage other users’ accounts. They add and remove users
to the company or location, respectively, and set their access privileges. All users have access to the My
Account and My Alerts features, as well as access to all reports. The User Roles in CheckPoint, in order of
decreasing level of access privileges, are as follows:


Company Administrator has the highest level of access privileges for a Company. This User Role
allows access to all areas of CheckPoint, including modifying a Company, adding Locations,
editing Equipment Layout, changing production Parameters, adding or removing other Users,
and configuring Alerts.



Location Administrator can add Users with access to the administrator’s Location and set Alerts
for Users within that Location. This User Role allows access to all areas of a specific Location,
including Location modifications, the Equipment Layout, Parameters, Users, and Alerts.



Equipment Manager can define the asset tree hierarchy and asset properties for a Location. This
User Role allows access to the Equipment modification pages, including screens for the
Equipment Layout and production Parameters.



Company User can review the reports for all Locations within a Company, but a Company User
has no privileges to add or administer items or any other Users in CheckPoint.



CheckPoint User is the most basic user in CheckPoint. This User Role is able to review reports for
a specific Location within a Company. No other administrative privileges apply to this User Role.

The context of items appearing and available on the Configure tab in CheckPoint is determined by the
access a user has. For example, the Equipment Manager does not have access to view or modify Locations.
The items that can be viewed and configured are specific to the manager’s Location. Additionally, the
Company User and CheckPoint User have access to reports, but not to any items on the Configure tab.

The Configure Feature
To access the CheckPoint Configure feature, click the Configure tab at the top of the screen. In the
CheckPoint Configure feature, the headings across the top of the page access the settings. When it has
been selected, a heading displays brighter and is underlined. Company Administrator access privileges are
required to access the Company, Locations, and Equipment tabs. Location Administrator level access (or
above) is required to make configuration changes to the Locations and Equipment tabs. Equipment
Manager level access (or above) is needed to modify the Equipment tab. Most of the settings that are
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displayed under the Parameters tab also require at least Equipment Manager level access privileges. A
Company Administrator or Location Administrator level is needed to access the Users and Alerts tabs.


The Company tab displays details of your Company.



The Locations tab displays one or more Locations administered for your Company.



The Equipment tab displays company assets by Location. Add, reassign, and remove assets
including any optional Containers, Production Stations, and Welding Power Source.



The Parameters tab shows several items pertaining to production that are specific to a Location,
including Shift Schedules, Planned Downtime, Idle Time Threshold, Planned Arc Time, Planned
Deposition, and Estimated Gas Flow Rate.



The Users tab allows a Company Administrator or Location Administrator to add, delete, and
modify the levels of access granted to other users.



The Alerts tab allows a Company Administrator or Location Administrator to specify certain
events or conditions to which they would like other users alerted. Some examples of these alert
types include Disconnect, Power On, Weld Profile Limit Exceeded, and Wire Package Warning.
(For more information on setting Weld Profile Limits, refer to the Power Wave® Manager
Operators Manual.)

Company
Edit Existing Company
Company information can be modified by the Company Administrator. To configure a Company, click the
Configure tab and then the Company heading. The screen that appears is very similar to the one used to
add a Company during the process of Getting Started Using CheckPoint®, but it has a Save button on the
lower part of the screen, rather than a Next button. Refer to Figure 2.7.

Add Another Company
There is a drop-down menu at the top right corner of the CheckPoint screen (either the Dashboard or
Configure tab) labeled with the name of the Company you are currently viewing. Clicking to open the menu
shows a linked list of the names of the companies you have access to. (Also in this menu, all users see links
to access their own account information and to Logout of CheckPoint.) Click the + Add a Company link at
the bottom of this menu and then follow the instructions in Chapter 2: Getting Started Using CheckPoint®,
to complete the fields on the screen (all are required) to add another Company. When done, click Save.

Locations
A Company can have multiple Locations where production takes place. The first Location is created when
the Company is created. Refer to Chapter 2: Getting Started Using CheckPoint®. Location-specific
information can be configured by either the Company Administrator or the Location Administrator. To
configure new Location(s) or edit an existing Location, click the Configure tab and then the Locations
heading.

Add a New Location
Only the Company Administrator has the ability to add a new Location to a Company. Click the + Add a
Location button and the screen that follows is very similar to the one used to add the first Location during
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the Getting Started Using CheckPoint®process (refer to Chapter 2), but has a Save button on the lower left,
rather than Next or Previous buttons. Refer to Figure 2.8.
Complete the required fields to add another Location to your Company in the CheckPoint system. When
you are done, click the Save button.

Edit a Location
Any existing Location can be edited by the Company Administrator; Location Administrators can edit their
specific Locations. For any Location, click the edit (pencil) icon to the right of the Location.
Modify the fields on the Edit Location screen for the name (and optionally, Address), then confirm its Time
Zone or reset it from the drop-down list. Click the Save button when you are done. Refer to Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1

Edit Location screen

Delete a Location
If a Company has multiple Locations entered in the CheckPoint application, then the Edit Location screen
for each Location has a link at the bottom to Delete Location. Click the link if you wish to remove it from
your Company, and then Confirm the deletion of the Location on the popup window that appears.
STOP | Deleting a Location will remove any Containers, Production
Stations and associated Equipment Roles (including welding
data), and assigned Welding Power Sources. Once deleted,
the Location’s production data cannot be recovered.
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Repeat this procedure to delete another Location if you wish to remove multiple Locations. A Company is
still required to have at least one Location, so when only a single Location remains for a Company, the
Delete Location link is no longer present on its Edit Location screen.

Equipment Layout
This section allows Company Administrators, Location Administrators, and Equipment Managers to organize
the asset tree. Refer to Figure 3.2. Review the organization of your company before you begin. Determine
the organization for the asset tree. For example, you might organize the assets as follows:


By Shop Area--bay designation, north or south direction, or first floor.



By Function--robot welders, production, part made, or maintenance.

The Company assets shown in the asset tree include its Locations, any optional Containers that have been
created, the company’s Production Stations with their associated Equipment Roles, and the Welding Power
Sources. Company assets are structured in a hierarchy, as suggested in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1

Company Assets Hierarchy Explanation

Company Assets

Hierarchy Explanation for Example
My Location: Is a Location at the highest level of the tree
where the other components are organized. For
example, a Location name may describe where your
facility is located.
Work Area1: Is an optional Container that is located
under the Location. A Container can be organized, for
example, by sections of your shop floor, or by the
function of equipment.
Main Station: Is a Production Station. The Production
Station is any place in a production facility where welding
occurs. Each station in the asset tree has an Equipment
Role.
Arc1: Is the Equipment Role associated with Main
Station.
Equip1: Is a Welding Power Source for Arc1. The Welding
Power Source is the equipment used in making the welds.
Store Room: Is an asset used to store non-production
Power Sources. The Store Room usually holds Power
Sources that are not suitable for production. For
example, equipment may need recalibration or
maintenance.

The changes to equipment layout that can be made depend on the access privileges a user has. For
example, on the Equipment Layout screen for a Company, a Company Administrator can click the
+ Add button to add a Container, Production Station, or Welding Power Source to any Location(s) shown.
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On the Equipment Layout screen for one Location, the Location Administrator or Equipment Manager for
that Location can click the + Add button to add a Container, Production Station, or Welding Power Source
to that Location.

Containers
Containers are optional items under a Location (or nested under another existing Container) in the asset
tree. You can use a Container to organize and group Production Station assets or other Containers
together. Containers cannot be created under Production Stations, Welding Power Sources, or Store
Rooms. Refer to Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2

Equipment Layout for a Location

Add a Container
To create a new Container, click on the Equipment Layout heading under the Configure tab. Click the
+ Add button and choose Container from the drop-down list of items that may be added. The screen
that follows prompts you to choose where to add the new Container.
First, choose the parent Location (or another existing Container) to which to add this new Container.
Refer to Figure 3.3. Click the Next button, and then you can optionally choose any existing asset(s) for
that Location, such as Production Stations or other Containers, which you want moved into the new
Container. Refer to Figure 3.4. If there are no assets you want to move into the container right now,
then you can just click Next and an empty new Container will be created for later use. On the last of
the screens to Add a Container, you must enter the name for the new Container. When you are done,
click the Save button. Refer to Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.3

Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.5

Add the named Container

Edit a Container
You can edit any optional Containers you have created under a Location. Click the edit (pencil) icon to
the right of a Container. The Edit a Container screen allows you to change the name of the Container.

Delete a Container
The Edit a Container screen also allows you to click the link at the bottom to Delete Container. Click
the link if you wish to remove this Container from this Location, and then Confirm the deletion of the
Container on the popup window that appears.
STOP | Deleting a Container also removes any nested Containers,
Production Stations and associated Equipment Roles
(including welding data), and assigned Power Sources.
Once deleted, the production data cannot be recovered.

Production Stations
To create a new Production Station, click the Equipment Layout heading under the Configure tab. Then
click the + Add button and choose Production Station from the drop-down list of items that may be added.
In the CheckPoint system, a Production Station is any place in a production facility where welding occurs. A
Production Station has one or more associated Equipment Role(s). The production data is collected and
displayed from the active Welding Power Source(s) assigned to the Equipment Role(s). Each Equipment
Role has a single Power Source. If the Welding Power Source for an Equipment Role is removed or it is
reassigned later to another Production Station, then its production data will be maintained.

Add a Production Station
After you click the + Add button and choose Production Station from the drop-down list, the Add a
Production Station screen is displayed. The screen is very similar to the one used to add a Production
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Station during the process of Getting Started Using CheckPoint® (refer to Chapter 2), but this screen
has a Save button at the bottom rather than a Next button.

Add an Equipment Role
Also on the Add a Production Station screen, you create an Equipment Role for the station and enter a
name for it. If you need to add more than one Equipment Role to a Production Station, click the + Add
Equipment Role link at the bottom of this screen. When you are done, click Save. Refer to the Add a
Production Station and Equipment Role subsection in Chapter 2: Getting Started Using CheckPoint® for
more information. Refer to Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10.

Remove an Equipment Role
An Equipment Role can only be removed if it is shown in the asset tree as being currently Unassigned.
There is a label below the Equipment Role to indicate the last time that production data was received.
Removing an Equipment Role will remove all the welding data, after which it cannot be recovered.

Edit a Production Station
To edit a Production Station, select the edit (pencil) icon to the right of the Production Station, enter a
new value for the station name and/or associated Equipment Role(s), and then Save your changes.

Delete a Production Station
There is a link at the bottom of the Edit Production Station screen to Delete Station. Click the link if
you wish to remove the station from this Location, and then Confirm the deletion of the Production
Station on the popup window that appears.
STOP | Deleting a Production Station also removes the associated
Equipment Role(s), including welding data, and the assigned
Welding Power Sources. Welding data cannot be
recovered.

Welding Power Source
The Welding Power Source is the equipment used when making welds. A Welding Power Source is listed in
the asset tree next to an Equipment Role. If more than one Equipment Role is associated with a Production
Station, each Equipment Role will have its own assigned Power Source. To add a new Welding Power
Source or edit an existing one in CheckPoint, click the Equipment Layout heading on the Configure tab.

Add a Welding Power Source
Click the + Add button and choose Power Source from the drop-down list of items that may be added.
First, you must choose the Equipment Role in the asset tree to which to add the new Power Source.
The screen is very similar to the one used to add a Power Source during the process of Getting Started
Using CheckPoint® (refer to Chapter 2), but has a Save button rather than a Next button. Refer to the
Add a Welding Power Source subsection in Chapter 2: Getting Started Using CheckPoint for more
information. Refer to Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12.
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If an unassigned Equipment Role is associated with a Production Station, then the new Power Source
can be added to it. Otherwise, new Power Sources can be added to the Store Room for the Location.
The next step in adding a new Power Source is to locate and upload the Installation File to provide
your Welding Power Source Installation Key file. (Each Power Source has a unique Installation Key file.
Refer to Figure 2.1 in this manual and to the Saving an Installation Key File section in the Power Wave®
Manager Operators Manual.) Choose the Installation Key file you saved for this Power Source and
click the Upload button, or drag-and-drop the file into the indicated area on the screen. This file
specifies the Welding Power Source Device ID. Once the file upload is completed, Save your changes.

Figure 3.6

Power Wave Manager software screen

Edit a Power Source
To edit a Welding Power Source, select the edit (pencil) icon to the right of the Power Source, enter a
new value for the name on the Edit Power Source screen, and then Save your changes.

Delete a Power Source
To delete a Welding Power Source, select the link at the bottom of the Edit Power Source screen to
Delete Power Source. Then Confirm the deletion of the Power Source on the popup window that
appears. An Equipment Role without a valid Welding Power Source will show as Unassigned in the
asset tree on the left.

Store Room
When you need to temporarily remove a Welding Power Source from production, it can be moved to the
Store Room. When a Power Source is in the Store Room, the link between it and the Equipment Role is
disconnected. New data from any Welding Power Source in the Store Room are not included when viewing
various CheckPoint reports.
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Moving a Selected Asset
This section shows the rules for moving assets. You can click and hold the Move (square) icon to the right
of an asset and move it to another place in the asset tree. Release it when the asset is where you want it to
be reassigned. Equipment changes such as moving Welding Power Sources and Production Stations are
effective immediately.
NOTE | The asset tree has a drag-and-drop feature. You can click
and hold the square icon on the far right to move an asset.

Figure 3.7

Moving an asset within a Location

Moving Locations or Store Rooms
Locations and Store Rooms cannot be moved. Once created, their placement is fixed.

Moving Containers
Containers can be moved only within the Location where they were created. Containers cannot be
moved into the Store Room. Moving a selected Container will move all the child assets within that
Container. Refer to Figure 3.7.

Moving Production Stations
Production Stations can be moved only within the Location or within Containers in the Location where
they were created. Production Stations cannot be moved into the Store Room, another Production
Station, or a Welding Power Source. Moving a Production Station will move the Welding Power
Source(s) for the Equipment Role(s) that are associated with that selected Production Station.
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Moving Equipment Roles
Equipment Roles cannot be moved from the Production Station they were associated with when
created to any other Production Station. Consider moving the Production Station, which will also
move its associated Equipment Role(s) along with it, to a different place in the asset tree.

Moving Welding Power Sources
To assign a Welding Power Source to an existing Equipment Role, drag the Move (square) icon to the
right of the Welding Power Source in the asset tree and drop it to the right of the selected Production
Station’s Equipment Role. (When the move action is active, the on-screen cursor changes shape to
represent a hand.) Welding Power Sources registered to a Company in CheckPoint can be moved from
one Location to another in this way. Refer to Figure 3.7.

Parameters
This section of CheckPoint supports the configuration of various production parameters by Company
Administrators, Location Administrators, or Equipment Managers. Click Parameters under the Configure
tab and a set of parameters appear as headings on the screen. These parameters are used in the process of
data collection and making calculations for reports that are available in CheckPoint. Refer to Table 3.2.

Table 3.2

Parameter Definitions

Field

Description

Shift Schedules

A specified period in a day defining when data is to be collected.

Planned Downtime

An expected time range when production is stopped within a shift.

Idle Time Threshold

This is the amount of time that the Welding Power Source can be idle before
the period of inactivity is to be counted as Unplanned Downtime.

Planned Arc Time

Enter the amount of time that the Welding Power Source assigned to an
Equipment Role is expected to be welding in an hour.

Planned Deposition

Enter the amount of wire that you expect to use in an hour.

Estimated Gas Flow Rate

Enter the amount of gas that you expect to consume if there is missing gas
sensor hardware. Checkpoint uses gas sensor values when they are available.

Shift Schedules
After a Company and Location have been created during the initial steps of the process of Getting Started
Using CheckPoint®, you can then create a shift. One or more shifts comprise a Shift Schedule, and a Shift
Schedule defines the plant Production Day. Refer to Shift Schedules and a Production Day in the preceding
section of this chapter for more information.
Company Administrators can create new or edit existing Shift Schedules under any Location in a Company.
Location Administrators can create or edit a Shift Schedule under their Location. Equipment Managers also
can add or edit Shift Schedules.
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Figure 3.8

Company Drop-Down Menu

Because it is possible to exit the process for Getting Started Using CheckPoint® (refer to Chapter 2) without
having successfully completed a Shift Schedule, it is possible that one may not have been added to a
particular Location in your Company. In the example shown in Figure 3.8, a Shift Schedule has not been
added yet to one or more Locations within this Company, as indicated by the blue information box in the
lower left corner of the Dashboard tab. A link to Continue Adding Shifts is provided at the bottom of the
blue box. Clicking this link displays the Shift Schedules screen under Parameters on the Configure tab. (For
more information about, and examples of, Shift Schedules, refer to the Shift Data Collection section in
Appendix C: Shift Schedule Examples later in this manual.)
When you select a specific Location, the system displays the current, active shifts in the CheckPoint system.
Basic shift information is displayed, such as the start and end times; and any overlapping shifts are
highlighted in red so that the overlap can be resolved. Refer to Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9

Shift Schedules screen

Shift Overlap
Shifts that temporarily overlap cannot be saved; a red box appears to warn you. Refer to Figure 3.10.
Shifts can get into an overlapping state, however, from the actions of either adding new and/or editing
existing shifts in a Shift Schedule for a Location.
Shifts in the overlapping state will be shown highlighted in red, requiring additional modification to the
shift(s) to correct the overlap. Refer to the Edit a Shift Schedule subsection later in this section.

Figure 3.10 Overlapping Shifts screen
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Add a Shift Schedule
Under the Shift Schedules heading on the Parameters screen on the Configure tab, click the + Add a
Shift button. On the screen that follows, choose a Location to which to add the Shift Schedule and
click the Next button. The CheckPoint system then displays the Add a Shift screen.
The screen is very similar to the one used to add a Shift Schedule during the process of Getting Started
Using CheckPoint® (refer to Chapter 2). Refer to Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14. Enter a name for the Shift
Schedule and a start and end time. Under Repeat Frequency, choose specific days to which the Shift
Schedule applies. When you are done, click the Next button and your entries will be saved
(temporarily), but are not yet applied.
When you click the Next button, the Shift Schedules screen displays the new entries; the new shifts are
shown in yellow, and any overlap with existing shift(s) are highlighted in red. A message in the lower
left of the screen informs you that these entries have not been saved yet. Refer to Figure 3.11. If you
are satisfied with the new, non-overlapping Shift Schedule, click Save on the lower right of the screen.
Once saved successfully for a Location, the new Shift Schedule now will be shown in dark grey.

Figure 3.11 Save a new Shift Schedule

Edit a Shift Schedule
You can Edit existing Shift Schedule(s), or if there are multiple shifts for a Location, choose to Delete
one. If there is only one Shift Schedule for a Location, you will not be able to delete that schedule.
To edit the details of a Shift Schedule, select any part of the shift for the Location (the selection is blue)
on the Shift Schedules screen and choose the Edit link on the popup window that appears. Modify the
shift information and Save your changes (temporarily). These edited shifts are shown in yellow, and
any overlap with existing shift(s) is highlighted in red. Multiple shifts in a Shift Schedule can be edited
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before ultimately saving the results. Check for shift overlap and when you are satisfied with your Shift
Schedule changes, click the Save button on the lower right of the screen. Refer to Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12 Edit a Shift Schedule screen

Delete a Shift Schedule
To delete a Shift Schedule, select any part of the shift, click the link in the popup window to Edit the
schedule, and then the link at the bottom of the Edit a Shift screen to Delete Shift Schedule. Choose
OK to confirm your action. If there is one Shift Schedule for a Location, then you cannot delete it.

Planned Downtime
Information about Planned Downtime events is stored with a Production Station. Planned Downtime is an
expected time when production is stopped. When configuring a specific Planned Downtime event, select
the Location and the Production Station to which the Planned Downtime applies. Then click the Next
button. Refer to Figure 3.13.
NOTE | Planned Downtime Events may overlap each other. The
amount of time these events overlap is counted only once.

There are two types of Planned Downtime:

3.16



Reoccurring Planned Downtime occurs at the same time every week. A daily cleanup period
would be an example of reoccurring Planned Downtime.



Single occurrence Planned Downtime occurs only once. Production shutdown over an annual
holiday period would be an example of a single occurrence Planned Downtime.
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For any specific asset under a Location, you can view any existing events for reoccurring Planned Downtime
or single occurrence Planned Downtime by clicking the link for a Production Station on the left side of the
Planned Downtime screen. When you are done viewing the Planned Downtime, click the Done button.

Figure 3.13 Planned Downtime screen

Add Planned Downtime
To create a new Downtime event, click + Add Planned Downtime. First, choose a Location to which to
add the Planned Downtime event. Then click Next. Refer to Figure 3.14. The next step is to choose
the Production Station(s) to which to add the Planned Downtime. Multiple stations can be selected
and the Planned Downtime will be linked to all of them. Click Next. Refer to Figure 3.15. Finally, once
all required fields on the Add Planned Downtime screen have been completed, Save your changes.
Refer to Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.14 Add Planned Downtime event

Figure 3.15 Add Downtime to Station(s)
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Figure 3.16 Save Planned Downtime event

Copy Planned Downtime
To copy existing Planned Downtime to additional Production Station(s), click the link listed on the left
of the Planned Downtime screen for the name of the Production Station with the Planned Downtime
to be copied. Refer to Figure 3.17. Then click on the Copy (chain-link) icon to the right of the station
name to copy its Planned Downtime, and on the screen that follows, specify the other Production
Station(s) to which the Planned Downtime should be copied (linked). When you are done, click the
Save button. Refer to Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.17 Copy Planned Downtime

Figure 3.18 Save Planned Downtime
After clicking Save on the Copy Planned Downtime screen, a new screen appears asking you to choose
if changes should be applied only to the selected Production Station, or to all Production Stations to
which the existing Planned Downtime event is linked. Confirm your choice on the screen. For an
example of a similar confirmation window, refer to Figure 3.20.
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Edit Planned Downtime
To edit the details of a Planned Downtime event, select it on the Planned Downtime screen and then
click Edit in the corner of the popup window that appears (or click the link for the Production Station
name). Once you have revised the Planned Downtime field(s), Save the changes. Refer to Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19 Edit Planned Downtime
After clicking Save on the Edit Planned Downtime screen, a new screen appears asking you to choose if
your changes should be applied only to the selected Production Station, or to all Production Stations to
which the edited Planned Downtime event is linked. Confirm your choice on the screen. For an
example of a similar confirmation window, refer to Figure 3.20.

Delete Planned Downtime
To delete a Planned Downtime event from the system, select the downtime on the Planned Downtime
screen and click the Edit link in the right corner of the popup window. Then click the link to Delete
Planned Downtime that appears at the bottom of the Edit Planned Downtime screen. Similar to the
confirmation window for applying editing changes to Planned Downtime, a screen then appears asking
you to choose to delete the Planned Downtime only from the selected Production Station, or from all
Production Stations to which this Planned Downtime event is linked. Refer to Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20 Confirm Planned Downtime Deletion

Idle Time Threshold
Periods of downtime when a Welding Power Source assigned to an Equipment Role in CheckPoint is idle can
be categorized either as Planned or Unplanned Downtime. To designate certain time(s) when the
Equipment Role is idle as Planned Downtime, refer to the preceding section of this chapter. The Idle Time
Threshold parameter is used to designate how much idle time constitutes Unplanned Downtime.
To enter an amount of time, click the edit (pencil) icon to the right of an Equipment Role’s assigned Power
Source and use the + or – icons on the Edit Idle Time Threshold screen to adjust the number of minutes to
be used as the value for this parameter. Click the Save button when editing of the time threshold is done.

Planned Arc Time
The amount of time per hour that the Welding Power Source assigned to an Equipment Role is expected to
be welding is the Planned Arc Time.
If welding data exists for this Equipment Role, then the Average and Trend values are shown to help with
determining an appropriate value for the Planned Arc Time parameter.
To enter an amount of time, click the edit (pencil) icon to the right of an Equipment Role’s assigned Power
Source and use the + or – icons on the Edit Planned Arc Time screen to adjust the number of minutes in an
hour to be used as the value of this parameter. Click the Save button when you are done.

Planned Deposition
The amount of wire, measured by weight, which the Welding Power Source assigned to an Equipment Role
is expected to use in a production hour of welding is Planned Deposition.
If welding data exists for this Equipment Role, then the Average and Trend values are shown to help with
determining an appropriate value for the Planned Deposition parameter.
To enter an amount of wire, click the edit (pencil) icon to the right of an Equipment Role’s assigned Power
Source and use the + or – icons on the Edit Planned Deposition screen to adjust the weight of wire per hour
to be used for this parameter. Click the Save button when you are done.

Estimated Gas Flow Rate
The amount of gas, measured in volume per hour, which you expect to consume if there is missing gas
sensor hardware. The CheckPoint system will always use gas sensor values, whenever they are available.
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To enter an estimated amount of gas, click the edit (pencil) icon to the right of an Equipment Role’s
assigned Power Source and use the + or – icons on the Edit Estimated Gas Flow Rate screen to adjust the
volume of gas per hour to be used for the value of this parameter. Click Save when you are done.

Users
The Users tab allows the Company Administrator to set up new users and grant users access privileges to
any Locations in the system, and the Location Administrator to set up users and grant access privileges to a
specific Location in the system. Refer to User Roles at the beginning of this chapter. Refer to Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.21 Configure Users
Under the Users heading on the Configure tab, a user’s Status is indicated on screen as either:


Active, and this verified user is able to log in to the CheckPoint system, or



Pending, and the user is invited but not yet verified nor capable of logging in.

Add a New User
To add a new user account, click the + Add a User button. The system displays the Add a User screen.
Enter user information. When done, Save the information. Refer to Figure 3.22. When you save the user
account, CheckPoint automatically sends to the designated Email Address a Verification message containing
a link.
The Company Permissions and Location Permissions sections of the Add a User page ask you to specify the
role of the new user. A Location Administrator can designate other users as either Location Administrators,
Equipment Managers, or CheckPoint Users. A Company Administrator can designate other users as any of
these user roles, as well as designate other Company Administrators or Company Users.
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Figure 3.22 Add a new User Account

Finalize User Registration
When the Company Administrator or a Location Administrator creates a new account for a user in
CheckPoint, the new user will receive an email message containing their new user name and a link to set a
new password. Refer to Figure 3.23.
TIP

3.24

| The email message will come from the following email
address: no-reply@lincolnelectric.com. If you do not see it,
then you can try checking your Junk Mail or Spam folder for
any message sent from that address.
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Figure 3.23 Example of a User Verification Email

Edit a User Account
To edit the account of a user, the Company Administrator or Location Administrator for the user’s location
selects the user and clicks the edit (pencil) icon to the right. The user’s first and last name can be revised,
along with User Roles. In addition, on this screen, you can click the button in the red box to resend the
email invitation to the selected user. Refer to Figure 3.24.
TIP

| To change a user’s email address in the CheckPoint system,
you must delete the user’s current account, and then add a
new user account with the new email address to which the
invitation should be sent.

Figure 3.24 Edit a User Account
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Delete a User
When a Company Administrator deletes a user, the user is still able to log into CheckPoint, but will no
longer have access to the Company or Location(s).
When a Location Administrator deletes a user, the user will no longer have access to that specific Location,
but is still able to access any other Locations in the Company that the Location Administrator does not
administer.
To delete a user, select the user to be deleted and then click the Delete User link. When you delete a user
account, you also remove all the Alert subscriptions set up for that user. The system displays a
confirmation popup window to ensure that you want to delete the user. Click OK to confirm the deletion of
the user.

Resend Invitations to CheckPoint
For users with Status still listed as Pending who have not responded to the email verification message, the
Company Administrators and Location Administrators can resend the email message by clicking the resend
(arrow) icon to the right in the list of users, or the button on their Edit User screen. Refer to Figure 3.24.

Filter Lists of Users in CheckPoint
Company Administrators and Location Administrators can click the magnifying glass icon to create a search
filter. Click the drop-down list and choose how to filter user search results to narrow the list to only those
users whom you want to see. You can filter users by: Name, Email Address, Location, User Role, or Status.
Refer to Figure 3.25.

Figure 3.25 Filtering User Accounts

Alerts
The Alerts screen on the Configure tab allows the Company Administrator to set up users with accountspecific Alert subscriptions to any Locations in the system, and the Location Administrator to set up users
with Alert subscriptions for a specific Location in the system. Alerts are email messages generated from
system data and then sent to users as notifications.
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Alert Types
There are several types of Alerts that may be selected from a drop-down list of available alerts on the right
of the screen: Disconnected, Downtime, Power On, System Event, Weld Profile Limit Exceeded, and Wire
Package Warning. Refer to Figure 3.26. For definitions of these Alert Types, refer to Table 3.3.

Figure 3.26 Configuring Alerts
Table 3.3

Alert Types Definitions

Alert

Activate this alert to receive notification when…

Disconnected

A Welding Power Source assigned to the selected Production Station stops
communicating with the Data Server for the CheckPoint system.

Downtime

A Welding Power Source assigned to an Equipment Role associated with a
Production Station enters Unplanned Downtime. Examples of this are a
lapsed Idle Time Threshold or entering a Faulted State.

Power On

A Welding Power Source assigned to an Equipment Role for a specific
Production Station is powered off.

System Event

A System Event occurs on a Welding Power Source assigned to an Equipment
Role for the specific Production Station. System Events include faults and
other abnormal conditions, which may occur on power up or after a change
has been made to the configuration of the Welding Power Source.

Weld Profile Limit
Exceeded

A completed weld is outside the configured weld profile limits on the
selected Production Station. Refer to How to Configure Weld Profiles
in the Power Wave® Manager Operators Manual for more information.

Wire Package Warning

The Current Weight on a Welding Power Source assigned to the selected
Production Station reaches the threshold set in the Warning Weight field in
Power Wave Manager software. For more information, refer to the Power
Wave® Manager Operators Manual.
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Subscribe Users to Alerts
After you have selected a type of alert to which one or more users should be subscribed, click the edit
(pencil) icon to the right of the Production Station that the alert subscription is for. Then the Alert
Subscription screen appears with a list of users who may be subscribed. Select one or more of the users for
that type of alert, and when you are done with your selection(s), click the Save button to create the
subscription(s). Refer to Figure 3.27.

Figure 3.27 Subscribing to Alerts
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Managing Your User Account
The Company drop-down menu on the upper right of the screen provides access to your CheckPoint user
account. Click the My Account link at the top to change your own user information, alert subscriptions, and
password on the My Account tab. Refer to Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1

Accessing the My Account page

User Information
The User Information section on the My Account tab allows you to view personal account information or
to click the Change Password button. The default values for your Display Preferences also can be changed
on this screen. While your User Permissions/Roles are shown on the screen, you cannot change them.
When you are done making any changes, click the Save button on the lower left. Refer to Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2

User Information

My Account tab

Change Password
When you click the Change Password button on the My Account tab, you are asked for your current (old)
password, a new password, and to confirm the new password. Click the Continue button at the bottom of
the screen to save this changed password. Refer to Figure 4.3. You are then returned to your Dashboard.
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Figure 4.3

Change Password screen

Delete Your User Account
At the bottom of the My Account screen above the Save button is a link to Delete Account for [Your
Username]. Refer to Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4

Confirm User Deletion

After you click the link to delete your User Account in CheckPoint, a confirmation message screen appears.
To retain your account information click the Cancel button, or to verify that you really want to delete your
User Account, click the Confirm button.
STOP | If you delete your own user account, it is a “destructive
deletion,” causing you to lose all your settings including
your User Roles and all your access privileges. After
deletion, your account no longer exists, and therefore you
will no longer be able to use it to log on to CheckPoint.

My Alerts
Alert notifications are generated based on the data provided by the Power Source assigned to an
Equipment Role. Click the My Alerts tab to the right of My Account if you want to receive email
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My Alerts

notifications of when certain events happen on Production Stations you select. The drop-down menu on
the right of the screen allows you to choose from available Alert Types. Refer to Figure 4.5. For definitions
of the available Alert Types, refer to the Alert Types subsection earlier in this manual.

Figure 4.5

My Alerts tab

Add an Alert
Select the Production Station with the Equipment Role to which that Power Source is assigned by using the
small toggle switch to the right of the station name. Refer to Figure 4.6.
NOTE | You can only add one alert type at a time. Save changes
after adding each alert type.

Figure 4.6
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To add an alert for a Production Station, first select your desired Alert Type from the drop-down list of
available alerts. Then choose a Production Station to monitor for the Alert (refer to Figure 4.5). A warning
appears on the lower left of the screen to inform you that you have not yet saved these changes. When
you are satisfied with your selection(s), click the Save button on the lower right of the screen. Repeat these
selection steps for each Alert Type that you want enabled for one or more Production Station(s).

Remove an Alert
To deselect the Production Station with the Equipment Role to which that Power Source is assigned, click
the enabled toggle to the right of the station name to disable the current alert for that station. When you
are done disabling alert(s) for Production Station(s), click the Save button on the lower right of the screen.
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The Dashboard is the first screen that appears when you log in to CheckPoint. Available reports show data
and metrics for the asset selected in the hierarchical asset tree on the left. Refer to Figure 5.1. Clicking a
different item in the tree will filter the report data differently. You can select a Location, a Container,
Production Stations, or Equipment Roles in the tree.

Figure 5.1

CheckPoint Dashboard screen

To get started using reports, you must first choose one by clicking its name in the Report: drop-down list.
The following are examples of available reports (in addition to the default Dashboard view):


Overview



Productivity & Consumption



Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)



Operating Factor



Quality



Personnel



Weld Listing



Assembly Listing.

Click on an entry in the drop-down list to choose a report. Refer to Figure 5.2.
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Asset Tree

Figure 5.2

Report: Drop-Down list

Asset Tree
The Assets for a Company include the Locations, any Containers that may have been created, the
Production Stations, and associated Equipment Roles. For configuration information, refer to the
Equipment Layout section in Chapter 3. The example in Figure 5.3 shows Container1 selected in the asset
tree.

Figure 5.3

CheckPoint Asset Tree

Report Options
The drop-down menus across the top of the screen include the options for generating a report. For
example, reports can be run for a specific date range selected on the calendar drop-down and to include
shift data specified on the Shift: drop-down. Refer to Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5.
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When you have selected your desired report options, a line below the drop-down options menus, starting
with the word Displaying:, shows the data that you have specified you want to show on the report.
Based on the date range and shift(s) options that you selected, a range of Production Days are created.
Refer to Shift Schedules and a Production Day in Chapter 3 of this manual. For more examples of how data
is displayed based on these Production Days, refer to Appendix C: Shift Schedule Examples in this manual.

Table 5.1

Options for Reports

Field

Options

Date Range Drop-down
Selector

Production Day, Last 7 Days, Last 30 Days, Last 90 Days, Custom. The selector
shows both a Start Date and an End Date you can choose. Refer to Table 5.2.

Shift Data Drop-down
Selector

Select All Shifts, All Data, or Select an Active Shift by Name. Refer to Table
5.3.

Table 5.2

Date Range Options

Date Range/Date

Option

Current Production Day

The Production Day time period displays hourly information for the selected
Shift Schedule. This is the default date shown on the report. See Figure 5.4.

Last 7 Days

This is a shortcut to select the date range of the last 7 Days.

Last 30 Days

This is a shortcut to select the date range of the last 30 Days.

Last 90 Days

This is a shortcut to select the date range of the last 90 Days.

Calendar Selection

Clicking on the calendar and selecting a range of dates allows data from any
time period within the last 90 days to be displayed.

Table 5.3

Shift Data Options

Time Period

Option

All Shifts

Data within the selected date range in any shift. This is the default choice.

All Data

Data is reported from the beginning of the first shift that starts within that
Date Range to the beginning of the first shift on the next date after the range.

Active Shift Name

Data within the selected date range in the active shift that you select. Refer
to Figure 5.5.

For any range of dates shorter than 7 days duration, hourly information will be displayed. If a duration
longer than or equal to 7 days is selected, then daily information for this period will be displayed.
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Sorting by Columns

NOTE | Production Data is stored for 90 days. The date range must
be within this period. Refer to Data Retention in Chapter 1.

Figure 5.4

Figure 5.5

Report Options: Date Range

Report Options: Shift(s)

Sorting by Columns
Report Data in columns is sorted in alphanumeric order. If more than one number appears in one single
column and row of data, sorting is performed on the first number listed; the second number is ignored. To
view the data sorted in a different order, click the column header. Refer to Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6

Column Sort

Exporting Report Data
Click on the Export icon to download data to a Microsoft® Excel file (XLS). Refer to Figure 5.7. Downloads
are saved in your browser download directory.

Figure 5.7

Exporting Data from a Report

Refreshing Report Data
Click on the Refresh icon on the upper right of the screen to update the report to more current data.
Refreshing Report Data is available on all reports. Refreshing may not change results depending on the
delivery frequency of incoming data. Refer to the Network Capacity subsection in Chapter 1. Refer to
Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8

Refreshing Data on a Report

Help Icons
The Help Icon (question mark) provides details about the selected report. Help Icons are available for all
reports.

No Data Available
If a report displays the message “No data is available for the selected asset,” as shown in Figure 5.9, then
refer to Appendix A: Troubleshooting later in this manual.

Figure 5.9

No Data Available popup

A common case for why a report may have no data is a missing Shift Schedule when the option for data
from All Shifts has been selected. After you click the OK button to acknowledge the popup window, a
yellow footer is displayed at the bottom of an empty report screen, warning that no data existed for the
selected options (asset, date range or shift), and to “please review your selected criteria and try again.”
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Data Drill-In
Some reports have one or more link(s) in certain columns/rows of data in the grid. Clicking one of these
links will display more detailed information. For example, the Weld Listing report as shown in Figure 5.10
may display dozens, hundreds, or thousands of rows of weld data. The left-most column lists the names of
the Production Stations that you had selected from the asset tree, formatted as links that, when clicked,
display formatted tables of the stations’ weld details. Refer to Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.10 Weld Listing report
After you have clicked a link to show more detailed data, there will be a set of “bread crumbs” under the
row showing what data this CheckPoint report is displaying. The series of links show the click path that you
followed to reach the report’s current display of data. If you have drilled in, then you can click a breadcrumb link to navigate back out to a less detailed display of data.
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Figure 5.11 Weld Listing data details report

Report Formats
Grid Data
Some reports, such as the Overview or Personnel reports, show data in a tabular or grid-like format, similar
to a spreadsheet. The Weld Listing report shown in Figure 5.10 was an example of this data display format.

Time Series Data
Some reports, for example, the Operating Factor report as shown in Figure 5.12, show time-series data in a
graphical format instead of a spreadsheet-like grid. If you have selected a report option to show less than 7
days of production, then data will be displayed aggregated by the hour (as in the example shown). If you
have selected a report option to show 7 production days or more, then the data will be displayed
aggregated by the day.
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Figure 5.12 Time Series data report
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Data on Reports
This section describes the report data which may appear on different CheckPoint reports.

Report Data
Every column/row of data on any report is described in the following table. Refer to Table 6.1.

Table 6.1

Report Column Descriptions

Column

Description

Arc Time

The total amount of time that welding occurred, as reported by the Welding
Power Source.

Arc Time Average

The average time reported welding between all reported rows.

Assembly Errors

The number of extra welds for the displayed assembly.

Assembly ID

This column displays the Assembly ID associated with this weld.

Assembly Name

This column displays the assembly name associated with this weld.

Availability

Operating Time as compared to Planned Production Time.

Avg Current

Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a
measurement of the arc current while the welder is active for this weld.
When the weld is complete, the Welding Power Source averages those
measurements together. The column displays that average arc current for
this weld.

Avg Voltage

Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a
measurement of the arc voltage while the welder is active for this weld.
When the weld is complete, the Welding Power Source averages those
measurements together. The column displays that average arc voltage for
this weld.

Avg WFS

Hundreds of time per second, the Welding Power Source takes a
measurement of the speed at which the wire is put into the weld. When the
weld is complete, the Welding Power Source averages those measurements
together. This column displays that average wire feed speed for this weld.

Consumable Density

The density of the wire being used.

Consumable Lot

The lot code or serial number for the wire used.

Current Error Limits

This column displays the Over and Under Limits for the Current for the weld.

Cycle Start Time

The start time of the weld sequence for the assembly.
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Column

Description

Cycle Time Average

Average Cycle Time is the average cycle time for all the Assemblies produced.

Deposition

The amount of wire deposited by the Welding Power Source for the welds
made.

Deposition Average

The average amount of wire used for a given period of time.

Device ID

The Installation Key file number for the Welding Power Source.

Duration Limits

This column displays the Over Limit for the Arc Time for the weld.

Elapsed Production
Time

The amount of Production Time that has elapsed.

End Delay

The number of seconds at the end of the weld that is excluded.

Equipment ID

The name of the Welding Power Source.

Equipment Role

The Equipment Role column shows the Equipment Roles providing data for
the report.

Ethernet IP

The network address of this specific Welding Power Source.

Expected Arc Time

The expected total of Arc Time for the shift. Based on the asset configuration.

Expected Deposition

The expected total Deposition for the shift. Based on the asset configuration.

Expected Welds

The number of welds expected to be completed for this assembly.

Extra Welds

The number of Extra Welds made in addition to those in the sequence.

Gas Consumption

Total amount of gas used or estimated.
In the absence of weld sensor data, Gas Consumption is computed for each
weld based on Estimated Gas Flow Rate configured for that Power Source.

Gas to Wire Ratio

This value is the total Gas Consumption divided by the total Wire
Consumption.

Gas Usage Average

The average amount of gas consumed for all Assemblies produced.

Machine on Time

The amount of time the Welding Power Source has been powered up. It
includes the Unplanned Downtime and the Actual Production Time.

Missed Arc Time

The difference between Expected Arc Time and Arc Time for the elapsed
production period.

Missing Welds

The number of welds missed for this assembly.

Model

The model of the Welding Power Source.

OEE

This column displays the Overall Equipment Efficiency (OEE) calculation.
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Column

Description

Operating Factor

The amount of time the asset has been working. The Arc Time divided by the
Elapsed Production Time.

Operator ID

When an Operator begins welding with a Welding Power Source, his or her ID
or badge number is entered through Power Wave Manager or another
method. This column displays the operator’s ID.

Operator Name

Refer to Operator ID, above.

Part SN

The Part Serial Number is the number assigned to this weld.

Performance

Arc Time as compared to Planned Arc Time.

Planned Production
Time

The amount of the time you expect the machine or asset to be working.

Production Station

The Production Station column shows the Production Stations providing data
for the report.

Projected Arc Time

The Arc Time if all of the Equipment Roles selected give full production time
for the specified time period.
Disconnected and Unassigned Equipment Roles may provide larger than
expected results.

Projected Deposition

The Deposition if all of the Equipment Roles selected give full production time
for the specified time period.
Disconnected and Unassigned Equipment Roles may provide larger than
expected results.

Quality

Quality accounts for pieces that do not meet configured standards.

Quantity

Quantity is the number of Assemblies produced on that Production Station.

Software

The firmware installed on the Welding Power Source.

Start Delay

The number of seconds at the beginning of the weld that is excluded.

Start of Weld

This column displays the date and time the Welding Power Source began
performing the weld in the Location’s time zone.

Time of Last Weld

The last time a Welding Power Source in the Production Station started
welding in the Location’s time zone.

True Energy™ (kJ)

This column displays the True Energy™ calculated for this weld using the
following equation:
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Column

Report Data

Description
If the Welding Power Source that made the weld had older firmware and did
not support the True Energy™ calculation, this column displays a 0.

Unplanned Downtime

The amount of time the Welding Power Source stopped Planned Production.

Voltage Error Limits

This column displays the Over and Under Limits for the Voltage for the weld.

Weld Count

The total number welds performed. This displays the total number of welds
made by the Operator on Personnel reports.

Weld Mode

A process that is selected in the Welding Power Source. The Welding Power
Source has a weld table that contains a variety of processes the system can
use to define welding procedures. Each process is listed as a Weld Mode.

Weld Profile

A configurable set of limits that the Welding Power Source compares to
welding data it collects as it welds.

Weld Segment

Weld Segments are used, when the weld mode changes during the weld. The
initial segment is labeled as First. The following segments are labeled Inner,
and last segment is labeled Last. This column is blank by default.

Welds Monitored

The number of welds with configured weld profile limits.

Welds In-Limits

The number of monitored welds within the configured weld profile limits.

Welds In-Limits (%)

The number of in-limit welds divided by the number of welds monitored. The
value will be blank if no welds are monitored.

WeldScore®

This column displays the WeldScore for the weld if WeldScore is enabled. If
the weld does not have WeldScore enabled, the column is empty.

Wire Consumption

The amount of wire that was deposited for all Assemblies produced on the
Production Station.

Wire Diameter

The diameter of the wire being used.

Wire Feed Speed Error
Limits

This column displays the Over and Under Limits for the Wire Feed Speed for
the weld.
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Appendix A
Troubleshooting
This Appendix provides basic troubleshooting tips for Checkpoint. If you continue to have trouble, please
contact your local IT department or CheckPoint™ support. For CheckPoint support in the USA or Canada,
dial toll-free 1.800.691.5797. The direct dial number is 1.727.786.0121. You can also email CheckPoint™
support at: softwaresupport@lincolnelectric.com. The email address to provide feedback on CheckPoint
software to Lincoln Electric is powerwaveinfo@lincolnelectric.com.

Cannot Connect to a Welding Power Source
There are multiple reasons why you may not be able to connect to the IP address of a Welding Power
Source or why the IP address may not show up in the list of addresses. Confirm the following:


If the computer is running security software or a firewall, then this may block the IP address
from being shown.



If multiple Ethernet adapters have been enabled.



You should be able to connect directly to the Welding Power Source through a hardline. Disable
any wireless communication on the computer.

Cannot Apply Options
When you attempt to enable CheckPoint for a Welding Power Source, and you select Report Options from
the drop-down menus, then the following are common reasons why applying the options could fail:


A firewall could be blocking messages. You need to open the following information on your
server to grant the Welding Power Sources access to the Internet:
http://ws.lincolncheckpoint.com at IP address 207.89.49.2 (subject to change) using port 80
to send out TCP/IP and HTTP messages.



Web security software may be installed and interfering with this activity. Disable this security
software until the installation is complete.



There could be invalid Ethernet adapter settings in the Welding Power Source. Ensure that the
Welding Power Source has a valid subnet mask and gateway address.



If using a proxy server, then the proxy may require authentication. In this instance, you will have
to allow the Welding Power Source to bypass the Proxy Server to access the Internet.

Missing Data
There is a connectivity problem if the Overview report shows the Connection Issue icon,
above.
Check for possible networking connectivity issues between Welding Power Source(s) and the CheckPoint
application. For more information, refer to No Data Available in Chapter 5 of this manual.
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Overall Equipment Efficiency Examples
The following examples provide some sample data you can plug into the equations. All data is for
illustration only.

OEE Calculations in CheckPoint®
The following sections explain the OEE percentage, and each OEE factor in detail. Refer to Table B.1 for the
Variables Used in the Availability Example. Refer to Table B.2 and Table B.3 for additional examples of
calculating OEE. All times are listed in minutes.

OEE Percentage
The OEE percentage includes three production factors: Availability, Performance, and Quality. The
CheckPoint application uses the following formula to calculate OEE:
𝑂𝐸𝐸 = 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 × 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 × 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑂𝐸𝐸 = (. 90 × .95 × .99) × 100 = 85.0%

Example:

Availability
The Availability compares an asset’s Operating Time to the Planned Production Time for that asset. The
OEE calculation is represented by the following formula.
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

Further, break this equation down into the following:
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
((𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ) − 𝑈𝑛𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒)
=
(𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)

Table B.1

Variables Used in the Availability Example

Variable

Description

Asset Scheduled
Time

The Asset Scheduled Time in CheckPoint is any time within a shift, not including
Planned Downtime.

Operating Time

Operating Time is the amount of time the machine or asset is working. Subtract
Unplanned Downtime from the expected asset operating time.
Operating Time =Planned Production Time – Unplanned Down Time – Offline Time –
Disconnected Time

Planned
Downtime
IM8005
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because there was no intention of running production.
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Variable

Description

Planned
Production Time

Planned Production Time is the amount of time the asset is expected to be working.
There are two components to Planned Production Time: Asset Scheduled Time and
Planned Downtime.
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

Unplanned
Downtime

Unplanned Downtime is the amount of time that stops Planned Production.
Unplanned Downtime may be equipment failures, material shortages, or changeover
times. CheckPoint determines Unplanned Downtime using the Idle and Faulted
Welding Power Source status:
 Idle: When the Idle time of the Welding Power Source exceeds the set Idle
Time Threshold, CheckPoint flags this as Unplanned Downtime.
 Faulted: The Faulted state of a machine is automatically Unplanned
Downtime, and CheckPoint uses this in the Availability Calculation.

Disconnected
Time

Table B.2

Disconnected Time is the amount of time data is not available in CheckPoint.

Date Used in the Availability Example

Asset
Scheduled
Time

Planned
Downtime

Planned
Production
Time

Unplanned
Downtime

Disconnected
Time

Operating Availability
Time

29

31

0

31

1

30

3%

30

30

0

30

10

5

50%

2

45

10

35

5

28

80%

NOTE | If the Planned Production Time is zero, the Asset Scheduled
Time equals the Planned Downtime, and the Availability
factor is 0%.

Performance
CheckPoint calculates the Performance as the ratio of Arc Time to the Planned Arc Time. The Planned Arc
Time can be configured for each Welding Power Source. Refer to Production Stations in Chapter 3.
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

B.2

𝐴𝑟𝑐 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑐 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
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NOTE | If Planned Arc Time is zero, the Performance is 0%.

Quality
Quality helps monitor welds and flag those considered unacceptable within limits set in the Weld Profiles
and welds you train for WeldScore™. Refer to the Power Wave® Manager Operators Manual for more
information on setting limits. CheckPoint calculates the Quality factor for OEE using the following formula:
𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝐸𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑑

The Sum of Limits is the number of limits that were enabled and where the limit for the weld was within the
acceptable range for that weld. Each limit that meets these conditions is counted as 1. If the limit was
enabled, but the weld was outside those parameters, the number is 0. A single weld could have five limits
enabled. Refer to Table B.3 for Example Welds.
NOTE | WeldScore uses the actual WeldScore value from the weld
as a decimal (0.96 for 96%).

Table B.3

Example Welds

Weld

WeldScore

Weld 1

Enabled

Weld 2

Disabled

Enabled

0

Enabled

0

Enabled

1

Enabled

Weld 3

Disabled

Enabled

1

Enabled

1

Enabled

1

Disabled

0.96

Weld
Duration

Amperage

Voltage

Wire Feed
Speed

Quality

Disabled

Disabled

Disabled

Disabled

96%
1

50%
100%

The over-all Quality value for Table B.3 is 82%.
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If the selected report displays the text No Data Available or the report values are not accurate, then some
of the required weld data may be outside of the selected Shift Schedule. Refer to Shift Schedules and a
Production Day in Chapter 3 of this manual for more information.

Shift Data Collection
Refer to Figure C.1 through Figure C.4 for examples of a Production Day for a Dashboard report. Refer to
Figure C.5 through Figure C.8 for examples of a Last 7 Days Dashboard report.
NOTE | Shift Data and All Data are search options on all reports.

Production Day Report
The Production Day report in Figure C.1 shows three reports from the same data. The differences are listed
below. Examples of drop-down report options menus are shown in Chapter 5 of this manual; the selection
of a date range and shift data are described under Report Options in Chapter 5.

Figure C.1
IM8005

Production Day Report Data
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Shift Data Collection

The parameters used for the example shown in Figure C.1 are:


Production Day report period.



7-hour duration shifts.



½ hour between shifts.



½ hour planned down time within each shift.

Production Day All Shifts
The All Shifts option collects production data for the First, Second, and Third Shifts. The report returns
data to the end of the shift for the last day selected. Downtime and between-shifts data are excluded.

Figure C.2

Production Day All Shifts

Production Day All Data
The All Data option collects production data for the First, Second, and Third Shifts. The report returns
downtime data and between-shifts data up to the start of the First Shift of the next production day.

Figure C.3

Production Day All Data

Production Day First Shift
The First Shift option collects production data for that shift only. The report returns data for the entire
shift that was selected from the drop-down menu, but excludes any downtime or between-shifts data.

C.2
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Figure C.4

Production Day First Shift

Last Seven Days Report
The Last Seven Days report in Figure C.5 shows three reports (one each for the All Shifts, All Data, and First
Shift selections in the drop-down Shift menu) from the same data. The differences are listed below.

Figure C.5

Last Seven Days Report

Figure C.5 shows a seven-day report for a six-day workweek. The example parameters are:


Last 7-day report period.



7-hour duration shifts.



½ hour between shifts.



½ hour planned down time within each shift.

Last Seven Days All Shifts
The All Shifts option collects the data for the First, Second, and Third Shifts. The report returns data to
the end of the shift for the last day selected. Downtime and between-shifts data are excluded.
IM8005
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Shift Data Collection

Figure C.6

Last Seven Days All Shifts Data

Last Seven Days All Data
The All Data option collects data for the First, Second, and Third Shifts. The report returns downtime
data and between-shifts data up to the start of the First Shift of the next (eighth) production day.

Figure C.7

Last Seven Days All Data

Last Seven Days First Shift
The First Shift option collects production data for that shift only. The report returns data to the end of
the shift for the last day in the selected Date Range. Downtime and between-shifts data are excluded.

Figure C.8

C.4

Last Seven Days First Shift Data
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